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      Leader In Resonance Technologies


      We push the limits of science while respecting the laws of nature
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        Our Story


        In 2012, Ceresco Nutrition Inc. Research and Development company was born from the desire of a visionary eager to share his experience, expertise and resources: Thierry Gripon whom, at that time was the co-owner of SG Ceresco Inc. a reputable, international agriculture & research company. 

Ceresco Nutrition is the first company to develop with proven scientific facts, a new original product based on EMF technology know as Silica+. 

Excited by the potential of a new and unique technology, Thierry hired a team of researchers and industry experts to better understand electromagnetic frequency (EMF) technology and how it can be used in animal nutrition as well as in other industries. One of those hirings was Caroline Decaux, Agronomist and an expert in her field, to lead the Research & Development department. Successfully, Caroline participated to more than 100 commercial trials, 25 scientific/university trials and 6 publications which led to Ceresco Nutrition becoming the reference in EMF technology. 

In 2020, Thierry was joined by Enza Verrelli expert in sales and team building, as co-owner and director of International Sales and Business Development. At this time, Thierry, Enza and Caroline joined forces and ideas to create a better business model and bringing their best expertise to both distributors and customers. 

At Ceresco Nutrition, we are constantly looking for natural solutions to agriculture and environmental problems whether it is by leveraging our own EMF technologies or with the help of innovative partners. Our research and development team are constantly working hard to invent and improve.

Fast forward to 2023 

The passion and expertise of our team along with the knowledge of our customers and distributors, prompted exciting new projects in many different fields which now include:

ANIMAL NUTRITION

AQUACULTURE

CROPS

WASTE WATER TREATMENT ………

and we are actively working to develop more fields in the near future. 

The most exciting news of 2023?

We are now able to offer an exceptionally improved replacement to Silica+ named: DELTA-IONICS+ 
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              The minus is the plus!


              DELTA-IONICS+ is our flagship product. It is a metabolic catalyst able to enhance the digestibility of nutrients and improve the efficiency of feed additives.
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        Research and expertise


        Let’s face it, we possess a technology that is on the outskirts of conventional science and of the traditional ways of animal nutrition. Many from our team would rather skip the stories of the first meetings with industry leaders and their skeptic reactions. However, what’s important is what happened after and what is happening today.  Despite the skepticism, we decided to get the most scientific hard data we could and to do so in every country we were active. Today, our numerous peer-reviewed publications, scientific articles and research center trials helped us win over even some of the more skeptical industry experts and build our core client base.
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                  Swine


                  At the weaning stage, the digestive tract of piglets is immature; the intestinal flora of the animal is not yet completely developed and digestive enzymes are not all produced. The change of environment with potential pathogenic bacteria and new feeding sources challenges the immune system of the animal to then face more stress.
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                  Aquaculture


                  In aquaculture, the health of fish, crustaceans and shrimps is closely linked to water quality. Water is not only a source of minerals and essential micronutrients but also, and above all, a source of oxygen essential for fish survival.
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                  Poultry


                  Poultry, be it broilers, laying hens, turkeys or even ducks are particularly sensitive to the quality of food and water. The bacterial infections that are fueled by contamination of water and food will often result in metabolic disorders. The inflammation of the digestive tract, which is a privileged place for infections, lead to a slowdown in the growth of the animal.
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L’équipe de Ceresco Nutrition est professionnelle, compétente et agréable. Nous espèrerons poursuivre encore longtemps nos collaborations dans cet esprit de convivialité!
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                        Yan Martel Kennes


                        Scientific Director, CRSAD
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DELTA-IONICS+ brings great benefits to aquaculture, as it helps nutritionists to improve their formulation. This amazing product gives farmers confidence and increases their harvest. I am truly a believer of this technology.
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                        Yao Liu


                        Nutritech (China)
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DELTA-IONICS+ is an amazingly innovative product with high technology. I didn’t believe this technology until I made a big trail in pigs in China. Today DELTA-IONICS+ is one of the secret tools of many nutritionists and it helps them solve specific problems.
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                        Kasen Zhai


                        Director, Numega Nutrition Asia
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DELTA-IONICS+ has become a centerpiece of our product positioning with other additives to build and support our customers with solutions for swine and aquaculture in Vietnam.
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                        Tâm Minh


                        Director, Phu Mai Anh Corp (Vietnam)
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									HEAD OFFICE


								
								
										1104, rang Saint-Régis

Saint-Isidore-de-Laprairie (Québec)

Canada J0L 2A0

Contact Info


								
								
									

										
												Tel.: +1-450-454-2727
	Fax: 450-454-6907
	Email: bonjour@ceresconutrition.com
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